
How It Works:   

• Universal shade. Eliminate the need for 

shade matching with one powder that can     
provide an invisible oil-controlling finish to all skin 
tones — from very fair to dark. It sets foundation 
for a perfectly natural finish and has light-
diffusing properties to leave skin with a silky-
smooth appearance.  

• Weightless and suitable for all skin types, 

including sensitive skin. It creates sheer,    
natural highlights without settling into pores or 
fine lines. All you’ll see is makeup that looks fresh 
throughout the day. Eliminates shine and never 
looks chalky. 
 

How to Apply: 

• Dip the Mary Kay® All-Over Powder Brush 

into the powder. Tap off any excess. 

• Using light, long, downward strokes, apply 

powder starting at the forehead and moving 
down to the chin, covering the entire face. 
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